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The city in Ankasha, PeruSan Martin de ChacasChacasStown from top to left to right: Chacas in 2012, Mama Ashu procession, Italian Lombard-style houses, 1750 Baroque altar, colonial houses and Mount Kamhas, an AN-107 route with the snowy Yanarrajue Mountain. FlagSealNickname (s): City of StonesMotto (s): Naturaleza, arte y fe para el mundo
(Nature, art and faith for the world)PeruRegionAnkvasproinsAsunsuncionRyakasGovernment - MajorJesus Saragosa Guzman (2019-2022)Area - Total447.69 km2 (172.2.2) 85 sq.m.) Elevation3.359 m (11.020 ft) Websitewww.munichacas.gob.pe San Martin de Chacas is a Peruvian city, capital of the district of Asuncion and the province of Asuncion. It has
an urban population of 2082 located at 3,359 meters; and an area with 5,334 people. The area, located in the sub-basin of the Maragnon River, has an area of 447.69 km2, which is 85% of the province. Chacas was founded in the 1570s, but it is known that the territory that is now covered by the province to which it belongs, together with the provinces of
Uari and Carlos Ferman Fitzcarrald, are the most remote evidence of the human presence in the Eastern Sierra Ankash, represented by the finds of caves and rock shelters up to Chavin culture. The ethnic group that was present at the site after the fall of Chavin's culture was the Houthi Lordship. The city is characterized by the fact that it has remained
unchanged in comparison with the original Andean Andalusian architecture, with narrow streets, houses decorated with double water carved balconies and gates made by the masters Don Bosco, whom O. Hugo de Kensi, Operation Mato Grosso (with Chakas as a hub) and Italian residents for thirty years, took responsibility for the restoration of the shrine of
Mama dating back to the 17th century. A work of art is being developed for export to Europe and the United States, in addition to a unique stained glass factory in South America, playing a vital role in the city's development. During the festivities in honor of the Assumption of Our Lady, bullfighting and ribbon race are held on the main square; has Mozo
Danza ritual dance, the Nation's Cultural Heritage Dance and the Provincial Museum exhibits an extensive collection of pre-Columbian works. Tomonomy there are two versions of the meaning of the name: It comes from the word quechua chaka, which can be translated into Spanish as a bridge, because it is based on the argument that all roads in and out
of people are always crossing bridges. It comes from the word chaga quechua meaning Atalaya, on the basis that Chacas imedia more than 6 pirushtus. The geography of the Chacas location includes moderately steep hills related agricultural purposes. At the southern peak of Janarahu, which makes a natural border between the provinces of Carhuas and
Asuncion Chakas district is located in the eastern slope of the White Mountains in the buffer zone of Juascaron Park. According to Javier Pulgar Vidal, the area includes althitudine quechua, Suni or Jalka and Janka, and its height ranges from 2,800 meters in Palash, to 6,173 meters in the Mountain Cup of the North. The Chacas Center is located in the
Kechua area, where wheat (Triticum spp.) and other cereals are grown. It borders the province of Karhuaz in the northwest, west and southwest, Acochak district in the north and east, Carlos Ferman Fitzcarrald province and Huari province in the southeast. The area of Chakas City is located on a plateau consisting mainly of undulating dacyte rising from the
lowest point in the city of Chukpin to 3000 m to 3560 m above sea level in Kochah. The terrain around this plateau, as in the province, is very rugged and mountainous. The height of the area is higher on the west bank of the district to divide the White Mountains with Carhuaz. The highest peaks are Perlilla (5586 m), located in the southeast, Vacuy with
4,702 meters to the west and the Cup (6,173 m). The hydrography of the District Hydrographic Network consists of networks of rivers and streams that wash many geographical areas, and completes a map of the water resources of the area, both for human consumption and irrigation. As for the rivers, there are two main runs through the area from south to
north: the River Gong, which rises on the slopes of Perlilla S, and the Chakapata River, which rises on the slopes of Ulta W. These canals feed 35 streams along its route to its intersection Puruytumaq, where the river takes the name Aquchaka. The most important streams used by cities to provide water supply for irrigation and human consumption are: in
the east, Ryan, west and south Camchas Juitush. The area has 32 lakes, only one has been a dam for the purpose of consuming human, Patarqucha. The main gaps are: Libron and Cancaraca west, south, and Patarqucha Pagarisha, east of Wakuyqucha and Ventanilla. The climate district has a wide range of microclimate. They will vary depending on
height, latitude and other factors. Because of its location (pun is low) and being close to tropical, is a sharp contrast of temperatures 24 hours a day. For example, on a clear day (July), temperatures range from 10 to 30 degrees Celsius, while night temperatures range from -3 to 10 degrees Celsius. History Of the Beginning According to the theory of Julio K.
Tello, the first settlers of this region were the Variations, from Central America came through the jungle and inhabited the South American continent. Chavin's influence There is evidence that Chavan was the cultural center of Varia in the north, like Tiwanaku in the south. Therefore, Chavin culture in those days influenced the whole Ankash. The disintegration
of the powerful Waori empire, various peoples united by a time of time, language, customs, religion organized into kingdoms, was a time of war between these groups, which turned into in small towns to large estates, so formed the nation of Konchukos, consisting of numerous tribes in the territory now occupied by the provinces of Huari, Antonio Raimondi,
Fitzcarraldo, Asuncion, Pomabamba, Mariscal Luzuriaga, Shihuas, Korongo, Pallasca. The presence and cultural pashash Between the years 100 to 1000 AD, Pashash culture developed in the northern Sierra de Ankash (Cabana) and is projected to the center and south of the same department. It is called the culture of Requai (Pashas-Requai) of the late
development of Pashas culture (500-1000 AD), it is noteworthy that before getting under Pashas-Requai, already living in these places small agricultural cities of rural life and making ceramics, it was easy. (quote is needed) Period inca Between the years 1000 to 1470 was the time of stately formations late late or regional states, which also had
demonstrations in the territories of asuncion province today. Chacas (the capital of the province) was one of the lords of the kingdom of Konchukos (on the eastern slopes of Cordillera Blanc), which flourished before the domination of the Incas. The Inca dominated between 1460 and 1533. The Kingdom of Wylas (the western slope of Cordillera Blanc) and
were incorporated into Tavantins Konchukos, after the bloody invasion of the Inca Pachacuti, the mission was carried out by his brother, General Chhapak Yupanqui. This process of domination was incomplete, although it lasted 80 years, the Spaniards set foot on this REGON, when the process of cuzque'izaci'gon was not yet finished. For this reason, the
Inca institutions do not have deep roots in the koncucano soil, as shown by theus of Santiago Marquez. The abundance of pirushtus, which are the defensive structures of parte4s raised in the higher hills, indicates the existence of antagonistic groups living and fighting among themselves. There is evidence that the Incas have not been able to fully impose
their culture, which explains the differences in customs, religion and ancasa language in relation to Kukko. Colonial period Balconies renewed by Italian artists Don Bosco in Giron Lima People of the Eastern Highlands Ankash would have presented, with little resistance to the invaders in order to get rid of the Incas. The Chacas Foundation The first Spanish
settlement, which was an Indian reduction was based between 1575 and 1578 approximately. They found it was standard in the cities colonized areas introducing the name of the place, the name of the saint, under protection and devotion to the foundation. It was appointed by Reduchin Indigena de San Martin I Papa de Chacas, and that these lands
belonged to the kingdom of the indigenous step, those who came from other lines: Janampa, Lyashack, Mallki, Rupay and Warak. The basis of this reduction is attributed to the Indian evangelicals of Augustine, they arrived with Spanish and Creole families began to settle around the chapel of Pope St. Martin I to exploit the deposits of minerals in the
surrounding areas. Probably the official foundation were Augustian religious Hernan Garcia and Alfonso Espinosa. When Toribio Iz Mogrovejo visited the city of Chacas for the second time in 1594, he appointed a stable population of 154 natives and, as the head of the doctrine, a population of 552 natives. This appears in two pages written by Clerk
Hernando de Mori during his stay in the city of San Luis, which were later attached to the diary of the second visit of the Archbishop. f. 110 ... just as the Indians gave the people the following memory of Chacas: 154 tributaries of Indians, 33 Indians protected, 298 confessions, 552 animas between small and large, as it seems, and has all the memory of that
relationship. f. 108v ... The villages and parts mention two doctrines and put them two priests in the following form, in the village of Chacas and at the mill lawyer Diego Alvarez and Juan Melgarejo staying priest with the synod and wages the following: the mill tested three hundred pesos. ... There are medications for these two doctrines of O. Francisco Diaz
de Lugo, who is in San Luis, and Martin Perez in the mill and the city of Chacas. During viceroy, Chacas first belonged to Archbishop Lima in 1774 from the step to the jurisdiction of the Tarma commissary. It became outstanding thanks to the mining center in the hills surrounding were discovered rich veins of silver, which were soon worked out by Spaniards
and immigrants from other countries, as evidenced by the various mills whose ruins remain today showing ditch characteristics and stone mills, these mills or mills were the main: San Jose de Musukmark: Founded in 1716, it was the largest mill of the present territory of Assuns Owned by Captain Juan Tafur of The Mining of Cordoba, who operated the
mines of Caxavilca, Kellayruna, Chucpin, Huiro and others founded the Mushuqmarka chaplaincy in 1718, before Don Gabriel Mehado de Castro, chief judge and lieutenant general of the province of Konchukos, said metals mills goods for their alfalfa and grain mills. Because of its importance, the mill was visited by several Viceroy officials during the
operation, in 1739, after the death of John Tafur, Commissioner of the Inquisition and General of the Cavalry of the then Province of Conchukos Asigo Miguel Gonzalez visit on behalf of the Royal Auditorium of Lima to conduct any investigation between the heirs in 1743 , The mayor, general and judge of the Supreme Felipe Osorio de Los Rios, ingenuity
comes to inventory, ownership and give possession of the chaplaincy of the Don , in 1763, captain general, mayor, chief judge, judge of goods and gone, mayor of mines and records of the province of Conchukos, Juan de Leon and Mendoza arrives to match , cattle in the highlands of Juitos and their land in Chakabamba and Chupman. In his case, Juan
Tafur of Cordoba be built an altar in the church of Chacas to move to the virgin of his chaplaincy in Muschamark. Our Hadsna Remained in ingenio Mushoymark in 1700. Ingenio Virgin immaculate Conception of Tumaka: Owned by the mining azoguero Claudio Mosquera, whose descendants acquired the property of Francisco Giron de Cabrera and whose
possession is effective for a real mandate of provision in 1715 with the obligation to work and pay the royal fifth Of His Majesty the King. Ingenio Santa Catalina with Huancachay: Owned by Mining Sergeant Don Miguel Rincon Rodriguez and the operation of the mine and San Antonio Huamana of Apasha. This mill was commissioned before the Republican
era, as Antonio Raimondi visited it in 1860. In his work and the mineral riches of Ancash (1870) there are also signs of other mills that were located in the Ruriqucha Gorge that were processed by minerals: Punta Diamante and Santa Barbara. This corresponds to the mining boom of the Chacas Temple, which was declared the National Historic Monument
9373 by The Congress Act on September 15, 1941. The chronicles of the time reflected the various testimonies against Chakas that were obtained by vice-government officials: in 1750, the captain of horses Felipe Gonzalez de Coscio, deputy delegate of the hearing judge, the sale of land and the composition of the province of Wylas and Konchukos and
whose initiative belongs to most of the territorial boundaries that are now in force. In 1773 he was mayor and chief judge of the province of Conchukos Don Jose Taboada and Castillo, colonel of the Chakas dragoon regiment. In 1775, the Spanish nobleman Don Antonio Navarro Dosal married the citizens of Chacasina Manuela Menendez, who settled in
Chacas and was appointed postmaster of the provinces Carlos F. Fitzcarrald, Uari and Asuncion. The 17th and 18th centuries meant not only the consolidation and growth of Spain's rule in Peru, but also its decline. The province does not shy away from this context of research. The decline was not due to the depletion of the mineral wealth of our territory, the
main economic activity of Spaniards on these lands. But rather, the extermination of the indigenous population, through the mita forced labor system in mines, mills and encomiendas. Commitments imposed in parallel with the Indians for the benefit of commissioners and magistrates. All this has contributed to the gradual resettlement of indigenous peoples
and their social organization and in the years of life of entire families. Independence In 1780, the people of Piscobamba and Chacas staged uprisings motivated by sinister mandatory taxes that Indians had to pay, in addition to the abuses of chiefs and magistrates. Social movements foreshadowed the colonial crisis and the onset of the Republic. Between
1819 and 1820, people continued to react and continued rioting. Envoy, St. Maarten, Governor - Don Dionysio Vizcarra, swore independence in the main square of all the peoples of Konchuko (starting with Chakas). The people of Chakas supported cattle and food to support the cause of independence for the liberation of the army. It was only after three
decades of independence that the republican period gave rise to another historic period and a population reconstruction until the world was interrupted by a tragedy of large proportions in 1853. The region, and in particular the people of Chakas, suffered from the onset of epidemic typhoid by spreading the Callejon de Wylas, reaching The Corongo. The
people of Chakas are part of the province of Uari, established in 1834. The year was 1983, which raises the new province of Asuncion in two districts: Chaco (capital of the province) and the district of Acochaca (law No. 23 764) The De Cityo Museum (museum) is located on The Square Armas Chacas, where artifacts are collected and sorted, which include
the remains of stone sculpture and ceramics found in various parts of the province. The collection of ceramics, sculptures and other ancient artifacts was collected by the provincial municipality of Asuncion (1997). Contains about 400 pieces, it is considered one of the largest Ancash. The Chacas Museum becomes a cultural institution that revitalizes ancient
culture and encourages Chakas tourism. Legend has it that the first people of Chacas was located in a place called Mushoj Brenda (small town), more or less than 2 miles from the current city founded by the Spaniards. The Virgin Mary knew that later there would be a big and solemn feast, and people would be in danger because of the proximity of the
Mushui sign to the torrents of the Chukpin River would easily consume the effects of drinking and disappear for a moment torrents. Al forward between people over the years continues to grow, and with it the dangers of life along the river, so the Virgin Mary decided to look for a better place to welcome the faithful. Ashu call an old lady who lived on a plateau a
mile from Mushoj Brand was given a surprise one morning strangely warm among kenuales, kisuares a bunch of grass and a beautiful lady She cleans the skin of almost glowing snowy and gentle hands with a child on her lap, next to a small lake, a beautiful lady said that he wanted to build his temple in this place , every morning the virgin went to a small
lake after passing through the wheat , took a short break in the ascent of Chucpin, in a place called Mamita Hamana (where the Virgin sat q), in the twilight every day, Virgo was found in the lake for the inhabitants of Mushuj Brand after teaching Asha through the virgin pastor wanted a temple in this place, drained a small lake on his bed, the foundation laid
for the temple, naming the end, Mama Ashua In honor of Ashu, perhaps the shepherd. Operation Mato Grosso Operation Founder Mato Grosso is theus of Hugo Censi, the true architect of this humanitarian work. In the life of O. Hugo and his sacrifice was intense, so he got a lot of love and is an example affects many young people who want to follow. There
are already more than 2,500 volunteers in Italy and 300 permanent volunteers in South America. Contributors All Movement is based on two pillars: a group of volunteers based in South America, who are more than 300 years old, which develops educational-level tasks and selfless assistance to those in need. Groups of volunteers to help out of their country
of origin. Partners are taking fundraising and school supplies to be sent to areas where volunteers are doing their jobs. The origin of the organization is Italian and, in fact, Italy offers the greatest strength of employees once they reach the number as high as 2500. In Spain, a partnership was established in 2002, founded by two small groups of collaborators,
one in Madrid and one in Puerto Hurraco (Badahoz), who claim to be the seed of greater power to ensure prosperity in order to gain the poorest south. Father Hugo de Sensi is difficult to describe in the words of Fr. Hugo De Sensi. It is difficult to understand only the words, his love, his devotion, his complete devotion to the young and the poor, and then try to
talk about it for one of his letters. As I walk among the poor of Peru, I asked Bishop Huari to designate me a parish located in one of the most remote des valleys. He told me and Yanama Chakas, located in the heart of Cordillera Blanc, at half 3,000 and 4,000 meters, at the foot of the Ouascaran and Wanda massif. So the mountains that surround my life. For
my people, mountains are good if you give grass and wood, while glaciers and snow fields just remind them of hunger and cold. A lot has changed in the mountains in the last 30 years. From the slopes where potatoes and cereals are grown, they saw strangers walking around with backpacks and colorful clothes. How do you look at them in the mountains?
What attracts them there? Many of these newcomers are careful not to trample flowers but spend without worrying about the poverty and traditions of these people. They often do not even understand who people who live in the foothills of the mountains rise to. The eyes of poor farmers look at these new Pathfinder ... I understand, because I also love the
mountain, but here they talk about opening new routes to the top. Can they not help open the way for my young sons of farmers who are forced to migrate to Lima just to earn their daily bread? Mama Asha Sanctuary has a classic double bell structure, with fine carvings and a stained glass door at the top of the facade. Inside are doors, windows and seats
carved from wood decorated with angels and stained glass windows. In the background you can see the altar of cedar imported from Nicaragua, in the Baroque style, bathed in leafy gold, built between 1690-1695 and found by the National Historic Monument under the act of the Congress of the Republic of Peru on September 15, 9373, 1941. Tourism
Attractions in Chakas Square - Chakas Museum - Mom Asha Asha - Mamita Lourdes - Co-op OfUanga-Don Bosco - Stable Lluitsupananga. Chacas adventure sports in and around. Canyoning: Mommy Cataract and Huallin Lourdes. Climbing and rappelling: Rock Wall Cuncashgaga Canoe: Rio Chucpin Bike Fall: From Cars to Chucpin Kayak: In Rivers and
Arms Chacapata Paragliding: From Huaraspampa to Huanunga Ski and Snowboard: Perlilla Mountain Folklore Dance Types Dance practiced in the province diverse, Here are some of them: Anti (Antirun) Corps Dance or Porter (declared national cultural heritage) Shaqsha Wari Paso Wankillas Palla Bold Atawallpa Pizarros Llallu. Festive events in honor of
Asha's mother The main holiday is august 15 for Mama Asha (cult dedicated to the Virgin of Ouspenskaya). References to 2006-2015, Ciudad menor de acuerdo al Plan Nacional de Desarrollo Urbano, pg. 68. Censos Nacionales 2007: XI de Poblaci'n y VI de Vivienda Archived January 27, 2012, on Wayback Machine External links Wikimedia Commons has
media related to Chakas. Portal de la Municipal De Chacas Padre Hugo De Sensi Crinicas Chacasikas (permanent dead link) Coordinates: 9'15's 77'22'W / 9.250's 77.367'W/ -9.250; -77.367 Extracted from
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